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ABSTRACT 
Due to complex infrastructure of web application response time for 
different service request by client requires significantly larger time. Simple 
Obiect Access Protocol (SOAP) is a recent and emerging technology in 
the field of web services, which aims at replacing traditional methods of 
remote communications. Basic aim of designing SOAP was to increase 
interoperability among broad range of programs and environment, 
SOAP allows applications from different languages, installed on different 
platforms to communicate with .each other over the network. Web 
services demand security, high performance and extensibility. SOAP 
provides various benefits for interoperability but we need to pay price 
of performance degradation and security for that. This formulates SOAP 
a poor preference for high performance web services. In this paper we 
present a new approach by enabling multi-level caching at client side as 
well as server side. Reference describes implementation based on the 
Apache Java SOAP client, which gives radically enhanced performance. 
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1 . Introduction 
Soap stands for Simple Object Access Protocol, it is a communication protocol 
between applications, and SOAP is platform independent as well as language 
independent. In recent applications communication takes place using Remote 
Procedure Calls (RPC) between objects like DCOM and CORBA, but HTIP was 
not designed for this. RPC signifies a compatibility and protection problem; firewalls 
and proxy servers will normally block this kind of traffic. 
An enhanced way.to communicate between applications is over HTIP, because 
HTIP is supported by all Internet browsers and servers. In order to achieve this 
SOAP was created. Enabling caching over web gives some benefits like: it decreases 
network traffic, load on main seiverond response time. 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [1] is a recent and emerging technology in 
the field of web services technology, which aims at replacing traditional methods of 
remote commun ications. Basic aim of designing SOAP was to increase 
interoperability among broad range of programs and environment, SOAP allows 
applications from different languages and installed on different platforms to 
communicate with each other over the network. Web services demand security, 
high performance and extensibility. SOAP provides various benefits for interoperability 
but we need to pay price of performance degradation and security for that. This 
formulates SOAP a poor preference for high performance web services. 
There has been a remarkable development in the area of web services. SOAP is 
one such advancement, which was conceived when there was a requirement for a 
standard. SOAP is based on XML and thus achieves high interoperability when it 
comes to exchange of information in a distributed computing environment. SOAP, 
carrying the advantages that increase with XML, has few disadvantages, which 
restrict its usage. As SOAP requires messages to be in XML format, so processing of 
these messages takes significant amount of execution time, which is a great overhead 
in computation of SOAP. 
SOAP is proving its bravery in the enterprise applications. Developers use the 
protocol to combine unrelated enterprise applications, and to develop'new distributed 
and scalable enterprise applications that employ XML for cross-component 
messaging. 
In this paper, we ·discuss the client and server side processing of a SOAP request 
and analyses the SOAP request made by the client to the server when it requests a 
service from it. After using caches how the performance is enhanced. Each of the 
' 
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phases is further examined to find out where the most of the clients time is spent. As 
SOAP requires messages to be in XML, a typical request from the client involves 
XML encoding, which is basically serialization and distribution of the payload, 
before it is sent to the server. 
The aim of this research is to give an ideo about how SOAP is more efficient to deal 
with the requirements of a high performance web service, while still satisfying with 
the SOAP standard. The client side, after analysis of each phase of its implementation, 
is optimized by using a client-side caching method. It increases the performance 
enormously by caching the client requests, which are of small size. In some 
application such os stock watches request message will be identical which result in 
identical response message fora time interval, in such situation we can do caching 
at server side by specifying time-to-live (TIL) value, so in cache hit response time 
improves but in cache miss overhead of cache lookup is found. In section 2 we 
shall discuss about the related work, section 3 & 4 gives problem definition and 
proposed architecture description, section 5 gives limitation of proposed architecture 
and in section 6 we conclude the paper with summary of our work and future 
enhancement. 
Related Work: 
In theJovo implementation of Apache SOAP 1.2 and the most common model of 
SOAP that is used in distributed software, the RPC-style, rather than the message-
style, which is less popular. This choice is obvious among web developers, as it 
closely resembles the method-call model. 
There hove been various studies comparing SOAP with other protocols, mainly 
binary protocols such as Java RMI and CORBA. All of this research has proven 
that SOA~ because of its dependency on XML, is inefficient compared to its peers 
in distributed computing. References [3, 4, 5, 12] explain, from where SOAPs 
slowness originates and considered various attempts to optimize it. 
Reference [6] describes client-side caching strategy for SOAP services using the 
Business Delegate and Cache Management design patterns. 
Problem Definition: 
We must consider performance, in order to develop rich Java clients with SOAP-
based servers as data providers. 
When our client application accesse~ the same information {such as stock market) 
frequently from the server, we will promptly recognize the server's performance, 
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and therefore our application's response time. Further, when hundreds of client 
applications hit the server concurrently, the performance puts down even foster. 
There we will be need of caching, raising a SOAP coli yields costs similar or more, 
incurred for running an SQL statement in a RDBMS. 
The cache could also be placed at client side as well as server side for performance 
enhancement, and in our implementation we are going to propose on approach 
where we will use multilevel caching. For every SOAP request message method will 
be invoked with few parameters which are always needed by the client for invoking 
web services. The cache then returns with a SOAP reply to the caller, either from the 
client's cache, by retrieving the message from the Server's cache or by retrieving 
the message from the server afresh. The Application will remain transparent about 
the source of the response message. It increases performance, if the cache has o 
copy of the reply message. 
TS 
Figure 1: Proposed architecture 
In figure l, the proposed architecture we ore implementing client side caching as 
well as server side caching. In this architecture it will store SOAP replies in cache 
at server side with TIL specification, whenever requirement comes from the application 
side, web service client creates a SOAP message Dispatch object and calls the 
invoke method on this object. When cache is supposed .to be used then cache 
invoke method will be called. The cache uses this SOAP Request and the desired 
web service definition language URI as a key into a table and checks if this entry 
exists in cache. If it is, then the response can be directly returned by the cache. If 
not, a cache miss occurs and the actual web service is invoked. When we invoke 
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actual web service request will be received at server side, and server side cache is 
consulted. If a response message exist and TTL of the service has not passed, then 
cached message is returned from server. Otherwise the process to service request is 
executed and the returned message is cached at server side for forthcoming requests 
from any of the client in the network. 
In our architecture, the cache is implemented using Entity Beans and a Frontage 
(Facade Bean) that brings out the invoke() method. When called, the invoke() 
method, the SOAPRequest message is canonicalized first and then does an additional 
function that we call as "compact" which removes superfluous whitespace in the 
request. We then combine this string message with the web service definition language 
URI and calculate the Hash key for this combination. The result of the hash function 
is on input for the Entity Bean' s find method. If the key is found, it surely contains 
the pertinent reply in cache. However, this reply may hove become old. In order to 
assure how old the reply is, we have to compare the current time with the TTL value 
stored in addition to the SOAPReply. If either the reply was not found in the cache 
or if the cached entry was old, cache sends a real call to the web service and 
retrieves the SOAPReply and also examines the WSDL file for the specified operation 
and checks if the operation enables caching or not. If operation is cacheable then 
the reply is stored in the cache. In both the cases, the reply is returned to the client. 
Even if the Web Service is presently disconnected from the client, but if the operation 
is cached with the cache, it remains available to the client till the cached copy d ies. 
Limitations: 
In order to process in SOA~ message should be in XML, and processing of SOAP 
message entail significant amount of execution time, which is the utmost overhead 
in computation of SOAP cal l. The basic idea behind caching was considered with 
the belief that SOAP request from the client remains same in most of the instances. 
The primary requirement is that clients should have fixed set of requests that they 
can make to the server. Because if it is more, then for each request, the SOAP 
response will be saved in the cache, increases the size of cache. 
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